
Run No: 2105 

Date: 03-Feb-2019 

Venue: Black Bull Inn, 27 High Street Balsham 

Hares:  Wrong 'ole 

Scribe: Horny (corectley splet!!) 

This run could be described as a shit trail. As the hare explained in the opening circle - the trail was 
laid in horse bedding, used horse bedding. The bag of "dust" was a little pungent I am told - I refrained 
from having a sniff myself. To further confound the easily confused pack, Wrong 'ole explained he had 
used Monday markings - several of our pack are still struggling with Sunday markings after many 
years - so what could possibly go wrong. 

The circle was about to close when our illustrious Grand Master brought out the sock of doom and 
started to pull out several names until some poor unfortunate b****d got the job of writing up this shit 
trail, I'll be Ok I thought, I am doing the Herald this month, can't possibly expect me to produce 2 
masterpieces in such a short space of time - and so it proved. Another hasher named Horney was 
pulled out of the sock, "not me Big Leg I said, I'm Horny." Anyway despite this flawless case for the 
defence it was deemed that Ted ( fill in here ) can't spell, so I was lumbered. 

And it turned out to be not such a shit trail after all, very icy in part and lots of shiggy, some good ups 
and some good downs, a few teasing false trails to keep us all on our toes. Even a regroup (that foxed 
'em). I would have welcomed a few more checks to get a breather more often but an excellent r*n. 
(The fact it was laid on a bike in the mud also helped somewhat as we just followed Wrong 'ole's tyre 
tracks - apart from when the shiggy got so bad he had to carry it!). 

We all arrived back at the pub in a timely manner, and what a lovely pub it was too. A few good beers, 
very polite bar crew and they even had Flat White - so Sox was happy, which is always a good thing. 
Having said that I had hardly stepped in the door when Computer gave me that look and I knew what 
was coming, "but I paid last week?" "Well that was last month and now this is this month". Feeling 
totally persecuted by now I coughed up, part of me thinking I was buying 2 coffees and not just the 

one . 

So on out into the cold for the closing circle. A lot of us huddling in the sunny corner for what little 
warmth it provided. 

There was a returnee - Rigor Mortis I believe?  

And sinners included:- 

The Edithare for not responding to Fraser as she attempted to submit an earlier write-up 
Blow Back for presenting WYDT with a bouncing cheque – what is it with Whittles and money? 
Unmentionable has previously been known to pull out notes that have not been legal tender for 
decades!!. BB even tried to bounce the down down back on WYDT but the pack, as judge, jury and 
executioner, were having none of it. 
 
We all then thanked Ray (Googly) for the sunshine. 
 
WYDT did pick up a down down – more car trouble. She was driving the old one apparently, maybe 
because the new one kept trying to park itself. The old car clearly resenting being replaced and 
attacked her on at least 2 occasions. 
The hare Wrong 'ole for new”ish” shoes - but got away with drinking from them. 



Blowback (again) for abandoning his sunnies when buggering off from the re-group. 
Sox was called out for accusing the RA of unfair treatment for previous offences, as it seemed like a 
weak attempt to get a free beer she was rightly told to return to the circle without a drink (am I in 
trouble?!!) 
Jetstream for domestic abuse – can't remember exactly but it involved locking Unmentionable out in 
the snow. 
Fraser and Big Leg – for some story of a lost glove and a bottle of wine. 
 
Then the raffle – where my £1 was seen to be "great value for money" as I won a pair of Warrens old 
shorts – though no way he would ever have fit them. 
 

 
 
The Whittles seem to win everything else – although Chimp did win the Gin but may need Gorillas 
help to open it due to injuries sustained last time she was on the gin (allegedly). 
 


